FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PatientKeeper and ScImage Announce Partnership
PatientKeeper to use ScImage PICOM Web platform to offer physicians access to patient’s
images within a complete physician workflow environment on Apple iPads
Los Altos, CA – February 23, 2012 – – PatientKeeper® Inc., the leading provider of physician
healthcare information systems, today announced a partnership with ScImage®, Inc., the enterprise
imaging company, under which PatientKeeper will use ScImage’s PICOM™ Web platform to make
medical images available to physicians within the PatientKeeper physician workflow environment
running on Apple® iPads®.
For PatientKeeper, the new partnership offers a proven technical solution for integrating images from
traditional DICOM sources, along with non-DICOM objects, from any vendor’s PACS into the
PatientKeeper mobile platform. PatientKeeper provides physicians a single, integrated digital
environment to streamline their clinical and administrative workflow, which can be accessed from any
Web-connected computer, as well as on popular smartphones and tablets.
For ScImage, the partnership with PatientKeeper adds a new distribution channel for its platform. At
the center of ScImage's technology is PICOM, a web service technology that works independent of
data types, modalities and departments to seamlessly deliver multi-modality image and information
management, multi-PACS archiving, Cloud PACS services, offsite disaster recovery and telemedicine
functionality.
“With the growing use of tablets by physicians in clinical settings, it’s important that we offer flexible
solutions for viewing patients’ images,” said Paul Brient, PatientKeeper’s president and CEO.
“PatientKeeper and ScImage share an overall philosophy to give physicians the best user experience
possible in support of their workflow.”
“We are excited to work with PatientKeeper in setting a new standard to seamlessly deliver enterprise
class data intensive imaging to various computing form factors,” said Sai Raya, Ph.D., founder and
CEO of ScImage, Inc.
PatientKeeper demonstrated the integrated PACS viewing solution for physicians on the Apple iPad
at its exhibit at HIMSS12 (booth #1045) in Las Vegas, Feb. 21-23.
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About ScImage
Founded in 1993, ScImage, Inc. is a privately held company headquartered in Los Altos, California.
ScImage is a global leader in the development of advanced medical imaging and workflow solutions
for radiology, cardiology, orthopedics, obstetrics and electronic medical record content management.
As a true enterprise PACS company, ScImage's mission is to provide a shared infrastructure solution
for all imaging intensive departments throughout the healthcare enterprise. For more information
about ScImage and the PICOM family of products, visit their website at www.scimage.com or call 1866-SCIMAGE.
About PatientKeeper
PatientKeeper® Inc., the leading provider of physician healthcare information systems, enables
physicians and hospitals to focus on their patients, not technology. PatientKeeper provides highly
intuitive software for physicians that streamlines workflow to improve productivity and patient care.
PatientKeeper’s CPOE, physician documentation, electronic charge capture and other applications run
on desktop and laptop computers and popular handheld devices and tablets. PatientKeeper’s
software integrates with existing healthcare information systems to create the most effective solution
for driving physician adoption of technology, meeting Meaningful Use, and transitioning to ICD-10.
For more information about PatientKeeper, which is headquartered near Boston, Mass., visit
www.patientkeeper.com or call 781-373-6100.
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